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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two versions of Microsoft Dynamics CRM require an upgrade
in order to use the
Dynamics 365 for phones app? Each correct answer presents a
complete solution
A. Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2016 SP 1 Online
B. CRM 2015 Update 1 On-Premises
C. Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2015 Online
D. Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2016 On-Premises
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Configure autofs to automount the home directories of LDAP
users as follows:
host.domain11.example.com NFS-exports /home to your system.
This filesystem contains a pre-configured home directory for
the user ldapuser11 ldapuser11's home directory is
host.domain11.example.com /rhome/ldapuser11 ldapuser11's home
directory should be automounted locally beneath /rhome as
/rhome/ldapuser11 Home directories must be writable by their
users ldapuser11's password is 'password'.
Answer:
Explanation:
see explanation below.
Explanation
* vim /etc/auto.master /rhome /etc/auto.misc
wq!
# vim /etc/auto.misc
ldapuser11 --rw,sync
host.domain11.example.com:/rhome/ldpauser11 :wq!
#service autofs restart
* service autofs reload
* chkconfig autofs on
* su -ldapuser11
Login ldapuser with home directory
# exit

NEW QUESTION: 3
A socket is composed of the 5-tuple. Which of the following
options does not bebng to the 5-tuple?
A. Destination interface
B. Destination IP address
C. Source IP address
D. Source MAC address
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Click the Exhibit button. The exhibit shows that Host-1 and
Host-2 are attached to the switch and
associated with IRB irb.1. However, traffic sent from Host-1 to
Host-2 is not blocked as expected. Why is
this problem occurring?
A. Inter-VLAN traffic cannot be blocked by a router-based
filter.
B. Intra-VLAN traffic cannot be blocked by a router-based
filter.
C. The Block-Host-2 term does not contain the MAC address of
Host-2.
D. The block-host filter is applied in the wrong direction on

theirb.1interface.
Answer: D
Explanation:
The block-host filter blocks traffic with source address of
10.10.12.102, which is traffic sent
from Host-2. It should block traffic from Host-1, with the
source address of 10.10.12.101.
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